
After visiting most of the Mediterranean countries we had not been to Portugal. Our time frame 
(10 days) did not allow us the see a lot of the country so we thought staying in one of the best 
known areas would be the option for us. The Algarve has something to offer for everyone. Most 
people come here for the beautiful beaches,  water sport, playing golf or just to enjoy the beautiful 
local food. We decided to rent a car to discover a little bit of the history and the culture and of 
course to see the beautiful scenery the Algarve has to offer. As our “base camp” we used the 
Boutique Hotel Vivenda Miranda close to the beautiful city of Lagos. If you would like to have  
more information about this journey, please contact us: info@sghtravel.com  
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                                       Vivenda Miranda Hotel                                   +     (out of 5 stars) 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Price indicator:  170 -600 USD/night/room incl. breakfast  and dinner- depending on room and season 
Location: 10    room: 9    sleep quality: 8     food: 9     service: 8    cleanliness: 9     value: 8  Total: 8,7 
scale of one to ten:   1 poor <-------------> 10 perfect 

From the hotel´s own website:  Set in a very tranquil location, 
with ample gardens and beautiful pool area overlooking Porto 
Mos beach, the setting of Vivenda Miranda is unbeatable. Ocean 
views are yours to enjoy from breakfast on the terrace, relaxing by 
the pool during the day or enjoying some delicious and healthy 
al-fresco dining. Former private home of a 17th century noble 
family, Vivenda Miranda breathes truly individual design. Just 25 
rooms and suites are styled in either traditional Portuguese or 
contemporary bohemian chic design. 

Our verdict: Boutique Hotel Vivenda Miranda is a beautifully located cliff top resort. We liked the well sized 
rooms equipped with everything we needed. All rooms have lovely indoor and outdoor sitting areas, the 
beds are very comfortable and all rooms and suites have a different design and are nicely decorated. The 
pool and the fitness room are very well looked after. We loved the mostly organic food in the restaurant  
and enjoyed the music performances during or after our dinner. Sunset was always spectacular. Our dietary 
requests had been looked after very well. Parking was sometimes a bit difficult but nothing to worry about. 
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